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Abstract

We describe LMU Munich’s hate speech detection system for participating in the cross-domain track of the HaSpeeDe3

shared task at EVALITA 2023. The task focuses on the politics and religion domains, having no in-domain training data for

the latter. Our submission combines multiple training sets from various domains in a multitask prompt-training system.

We experimented with both Italian and English source datasets as well as monolingual Italian and multilingual pre-trained

language models. We found that the Italian out-of-domain datasets are the most influential on the performance in the test

domains and that combining both monolingual and multilingual language models using an ensemble gives the best results.

Our system ranked second in both domains.
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1. Introduction

Due to the sheer amount of social media content, man-

ual filtering for hate speech is impossible which makes

building high performance and reliable hate speech clas-

sifiers important. To promote research in the field various

datasets were built [1, 2], and shared tasks were orga-

nized [3, 4, 5], where the best performing systems are

based on pre-trained language models (PLMs) [6, 7].

The HaSpeeDe3 shared task [8] is the third iteration of

the series on hate speech detection in Italian social media

posts (tweets) organized at EVALITA 2023 [9], focusing

on strongly polarized debates in political and religious

topics. Two subtasks were organized: Task A – Politi-

cal Hate Speech Detection which on top of textual inputs,

allows for the use of contextual information, such as

metadata of tweets and authors. Task B – Cross-domain

Hate Speech Detection involves only textual inputs, how-

ever the main objective is to explore cross-domain hate

speech detection in the politics and religious domains,

by allowing the use of external datasets (open track). In

contrast to the politics domain where in-domain training

data is given, in the religious domain such data is not

provided. Our team participated only in Task B.

Cross-domain training is a crucial problem in machine
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learning, aiming to build high quality models for the

target domain by leveraging labeled samples from out-of-

domain sources as well [10]. For hate speech detection,

[11] experimented with training classifiers using out-

of-domain training examples and showed a significant

performance drop on the test sets compared to in-domain

training. By simply combining multiple datasets of differ-

ent domains, including the target domain, they achieved

only slight improvements. In a similar work, one source-

and one target-domain were explored [12], but the au-

thors showed mixed results, i.e., improvements on some

domains but decrease on others. Similarly, [13] applied

the general domain adaptation technique of [10] and

showed improvements when incorporating some out-of-

domain datasets into the final model, even though the

approach seemed sensitive to the chosen out-of-domain

dataset. In addition, [14] showed negative performance

on the target-domain in German by using additional

source-domain English training examples.

Following previous work, we rely on transfer learning

to leverage out-of-domain (external) datasets to build our

classifiers for the political and religious domains. We

experiment with various external datasets containing

both Italian and English hate speech inputs. Addition-

ally, in contrast to previous work which used datasets

with matching label sets, we use corpora annotated with

different label sets, e.g., stereotype. To avoid negative

results, we combine multiple datasets in a multitask train-

ing fashion in order to build robust systems. Additionally,

we train our systems in a two-step process, where we

first pre-finetune our models on the external datasets,

followed by fine-tuning them to the target task. As the

basis of our models, we take various PLMs based on the

BERT [15] and RoBERTa [16] architectures, including
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both Italian only and multilingual models. Furthermore,

in order to facilitate information sharing across the used

datasets, we perform prompt-training which eliminates

dedicated classification heads for each dataset.

Our experiments show that using only Italian external

datasets is more beneficial compared to leveraging En-

glish as well. In contrast, we find that both monolingual

and multilingual PLMs perform comparably well, and

that they can support each other when combining them

using model ensembling.
1

2. Approach

Our approach consists of two steps where we first pre-

finetune a given PLM on external datasets (see Sec-

tion 3.1), followed by in-domain fine-tuning in case of

the political domain where such data is provided. Instead

of classification heads, we leverage model prompting.

Prompt-Training Prompt-training was shown to be ef-

fective and more reliable for various NLP tasks, including

classification [17]. Instead of using classification heads

on top of PLMs which add additional parameters to the

model, it relies on the masked language modeling task

(MLM). Using pattern-verbalizer-pairs (PVPs), an input

sentence is first transformed using the pattern, e.g., I hate

you. → Is this hate speech? I hate you. [MASK], and the

task is to predict the masked token. Finally, the verbalizer

maps the highest probability token, out of a set of valid

tokens, to labels of a given dataset, e.g., Yes → Hate or

No → nonHate. During training all model parameters

are fine-tuned using the MLM objective.

Step 1 Given a set of external training corpora (𝐷𝐸 =
{𝐷𝑒𝑖 : 𝑖 = 1..𝑁}), we randomly select a single dataset

𝐷𝑒𝑖 and a batch of samples from it in each training

step. For each dataset we apply a dedicated PVP (see

Section 3.2) in order to handle datasets of different label

sets, and use cross-entropy loss to perform a single model

update. This way we mix the available external datasets

during pre-finetuning instead of performing a sequential

model update which could lead to catastrophic forgetting.

Additionally, we make sure that we exhaust all datasets

in 𝐷𝐸 in each epoch, i.e., the model is trained on each

input sample once per epoch.

Step 2 In case of the political test domain, we apply a

second round of model fine-tuning given the in-domain

training dataset. We follow the same training procedure

as in Step 1 but using only a single training corpus instead

of multiple corpora. The goal of this step is to specialize

our model to the target domain, given the pre-finetuned

1
Our code is available at https://cistern.cis.lmu.de/multi_hs

base model which is already aware of general hate speech

language phenomena. This is in contrast to standard

multitask training where i) the goal is to build a single

model supporting multiple target tasks (datasets) and

more importantly ii) which is trained by optimizing a

joint objective function across all datasets.

No in-domain training data was provided for the reli-

gious test datasets. In this case, we omit Step 2 and apply

our model resulted from Step 1 in a zero-shot transfer

learning fashion, i.e., the model is only trained on the

external (source) datasets but not on the target corpus.

Ensembling To further improve the robustness of our

final models, we employ model ensembling to combine

the output of multiple models. We ensemble models in

two dimensions: we combine models of the same setup

but using 3 different random seeds, and models based on

different PLM architectures as defined below. We sim-

ply take the mean of the probabilities of the considered

models for a given input sample.

3. Experiments

3.1. Datasets

Next, we list our external dataset setups followed by the

introduction of the official shared task data. We define

the following groups of external datasets:

HaSpeeDe We leverage Italian datasets from previ-

ous HaSpeeDe iterations. More precisely, we take i) the

training data containing 2 400 Facebook posts annotated

with binary hate speech labels from HaSpeeDe1 [18], ii)

5 470 binary hate speech annotated Twitter posts from

HaSpeeDe2 [5] and iii) the same Twitter posts but anno-

tated for binary stereotype detection.

It Additionally, to the datasets mentioned in the

HaSpeeDe set, we used further Italian abusive language

related datasets. Tweets from the AMI18 misogyny de-

tection shared task [19]: i) 3 200 binary and ii) 1 460
fine-grained (discredit, stereotype, dominance, harass-

ment, derailing) training sets as well as iii) 1 454 binary

target detection set (individual, group). Furthermore, we

took binary iv) hate (3 271) and v) stereotype (441) anno-

tated training sets from the IHSC corpus [20] containing

tweets related to immigrants.

Mixed Finally, to test the effect of leveraging English

training data as well, in addition to the datasets contained

in the HaSpeeDe set we used 7 078 politics related tweets

annotated for binary hate speech detection released in

[21].

https://cistern.cis.lmu.de/multi_hs


Table 1

PVPs. For each pattern the input sentence in depicted as

X. For the verbalizers the left-hand side of → indicates the

predicted tokens by the PLMs which are assigned to the label

on the right-hand side. We note that we used English to Italian

machine translation to build the Italian PVPs.

Pattern

𝑝1 X → Questo è un discorso di odio? X [MASK]

𝑝2 X → Is this hate speech? X [MASK]

𝑝3 X → Questo è stereotipato? X [MASK]

𝑝4 X → X Era [MASK]

𝑝5 X → X Era preso di mira [MASK]

Verbalizer

𝑣1 Sì → Hate; No→ nonHate

𝑣2 Yes → Hate; No→ nonHate

𝑣3
stereotipato → stereotype; predominante → dominance;

deragiante → derailing; molesto → sexual_harassment ;

screditante → discredit

𝑣4 individuale → individual; gruppo → group

Official HaSpeeDe3 datasets The HaSpeeDe3 shared

task focuses on strongly polarized debates in two do-

mains. For the politics domain, the binary hate speech

labeled PolicyCorpusXL was made [22], containing 5 600
train and 1 400 test tweets. In the religious domain, the

ReligiousHate [23] corpus contains 3 000 test tweets and

no training set.

3.2. Setup

PVPs We aimed at keeping our used patterns and ver-

balizers simple and uniform across datasets. Both pat-

terns and verbs are presented in Table 1. For binary hate

and misogyny datasets we used patterns 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 for

the Italian and English datasets respectively. Similarly,

we used 𝑝3 for the binary stereotype datasets. As verbal-

izers, we used 𝑣1 and 𝑣2 for the two languages. For the

AMI18 misogyny fine-grained and target sets we used

patterns number 𝑝4 and 𝑝5 respectively, with verbalizers

𝑣3 and 𝑣4.

Models As the base PLMs we experiment with two

monolingual Italian and two multilingual models. Al-

BERTo was trained purely on Italian social media texts

(Twitter in particular), based on the BERT base archi-

tecture [24]. We selected this model since it performs

well on social media texts. Similarly, we experiment with

UmBERTo [25] which is based on the RoBERTa base ar-

chitecture, and was trained with whole word masking

on Italian CommonCrawl corpus. As for the multilingual

models, we used the highly popular mBERT [15] and

XLM-R [16] PLMs.

We used the OpenPrompt toolkit for implementation

[26], and used standard hyperparameter values. Due

to memory limitation of Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti however,

we used batch size 4 with gradient accumulation steps

4 for BERT based models, while we used batch size 1

with gradient accumulation steps 16 for RoBERTa based

models. We train our models for a single epoch in Step

1 of our approach, while we perform early stopping in

Step 2 based on the performance on the development

set. During the development of our system, we split

the official political training set to train/dev/test splits.

Since no labeled sets were provided for the religious

domain for development, we simulated zero-shot transfer

experiments on the politics domain.

Preprocessing We also experimented with two sets of

data manipulation methods. To clean tweets, we applied

standard Twitter preprocessing steps: user mention and

hashtag removal, HTML and repeated character unifica-

tion. Since hate speech datasets often suffer from label

imbalance, we tested random oversampling, class weight-

ing and focal loss. However, none of these approaches

led to consistent improvements, thus we omitted these

steps from our final systems.

4. Results

We evaluate our systems using macro averaged 𝐹1 scores

as it is the official score used in the shared task. First,

we present the comparison of various external dataset

setups (Table 2), followed by the comparison of different

PLMs and their combination with ensembling (Table 3).

Finally, we present our official results in Table 4.

External datasets As the baseline system to measure

the effectiveness of the external datasets, we only per-

form Step 2 of our approach, i.e., we fine-tune the off-

the-shelf PLM (mBERT) using only the HaSpeeDe3 poli-

tics training corpus without any pre-finetuning steps on

the external datasets. As mentioned, no in-domain data

is provided for the religious domain, thus we perform

zero-shot transfer learning, i.e., we only perform pre-

finetuning on the external datasets. Additionally, since

not even a development set was provided for this domain,

we simulate zero-shot transfer on the politics dataset. The

gold labels of the religious test set were released after the

shared task deadline, thus we are able present (oracle)

results for comparison. The results in Table 2 show the

positive impact of the external datasets, as the baseline

systems were outperformed by a large margin. Compar-

ing the different external dataset setups, we found that

they perform comparably. On the politics domain the

HaSpeeDe setup performed the best, although both It

and Mixed lagged behind with less than half a percent-

age point in the two-step setting, while on the simulated

zero-shot experiments the gap between HaSpeeDe and



Table 2

Macro 𝐹1 scores (%) comparing different external dataset

setups using mBERT as the base PLM. The baseline system

uses the HaSpeede3 training dataset only, while theHaSpeeDe,

It and Mixed incorporate the external datasets as well. Pol.

depicts the results of our systems for the politics domain,

zero Pol. our zero-shot experiments on the politics domain

simulating the missing train set of the religious domain and

gold Rel. shows results on the gold religious test set after its

release. We bold the best setup.

Pol. zero Pol. gold Rel.

baseline 84.48 - 52.34

HaSpeeDe 86.61 63.99 62.02

It 86.43 61.82 61.69

Mixed 86.21 - 62.36

Table 3

Macro 𝐹1 scores (%) comparing different monolingual and

multilingual PLMs, as well as model ensembles (mono: Al-

BERTo and UmBERTo; mix: AlBERTo, UmBERTo, mBERT and

XLM-R). We use the HaSpeeDe external dataset setup. We

highlight the best individual and ensemble models.

Pol. zero Pol. gold Rel.

AlBERTo 89.92 63.00 64.16

UmBERTo 88.77 62.16 62.81

mBERT 86.61 63.99 62.02

XLM-R 86.21 55.45 61.98

mono-ens. 91.44 61.57 64.58

mix-ens. 90.95 60.71 64.61

It
2

is around 2 percentage points. These findings indicate

that the misogyny detection tasks in the It setup could be

slightly detrimental to the binary hate speech detection

task. Furthermore, the additional English politics related

dataset in the Mixed setup does not lead to further im-

provements on the politics domain, although they are

from the same domain, indicating that leveraging only

Italian external datasets is an important factor. Looking

at the results on the gold religious test set, we found

similar trends. The use of additional training datasets

on top of the HaSpeeDe3 politics training set improves

the performance
3

. Although the HaSpeeDe set performs

well, interestingly the best performance was achieved

by Mixed which includes English politics tweets, which

needs further investigations. Nonetheless, based on these

findings, we used the HaSpeeDe setup in our final system

submission and in the following experiments.

2
Due to the inclusion of politics related training data in the baseline

and Mixed setups, these are not applicable in the simulated zero-

shot case.

3
Note that we also included the politics HaSpeeDe3 train set in the

HaSpeeDe, It and Mixed sets when training our models for the

religious domain.

Table 4

Our final results as reported by the shared task organizers.

XPoliticalHate XReligiousHate

Run 1 (mono-ens.) 90.14 64.58

Run 2 (mix-ens.) 89.84 64.61

Model variations In Table 3 we compare the men-

tioned 4 PLMs and their combinations. In the mono-ens.

ensemble setup we combine the monolingual Italian mod-

els (AlBERTo and UmBERTo), while in mix-ens. all PLMs

(AlBERTo, UmBERTo, mBERT and XLM-R). We found

that the monolingual models outperform multilingual

models in most cases, especially on the politics domain.

AlBERTo has the best performance on average which is

due to its pre-training on social media content. Inter-

estingly, comparing BERT (AlBERTo and mBERT) and

RoBERTa (UmBERTo and XLM-R) architectures, the for-

mer outperform the latter, which is a somewhat contra-

dictory result as the latter often performs better. The

ensemble results, however, show that although the re-

sults of different PLMs vary, they can support each other

and by ensembling their outputs the performance can be

further increased. Similarly, as for the individual models,

the monolingual ensemble performed the best during

our system development, however the combination of all

models does not lag much behind. Furthermore, mix-ens.

outperformed mono-ens. on the gold religious test set.

Final Submission The shared task allowed two sub-

mitted runs for each domain. Based on our findings dur-

ing development, our official systems were mono-ens.

(Run 1) and mix-ens. (Run 2) using the HaSpeeDe exter-

nal dataset setup. We note that in the case of the religious

domain, we also include the HaSpeeDe3 politics training

set as an external dataset. Our official results are shown

in Table 4. We achieved the second-best result in both

domains.

5. Conclusions

We presented the LMU Munich team’s systems at the

HaSpeeDe3 shared task, participating in the cross-

domain hate speech detection task. Our approach in-

volves a two-step method for the politics domain: pre-

finetuning using external datasets followed by a second

step of fine-tuning on the target domain. In case of the

religious domain, we used a zero-shot transfer setup in-

volving training on the external datasets only. Addi-

tionally, we performed prompt-training instead of the

use of classification heads in order for a more seamless

combination of external datasets of different label sets.

By comparing various external datasets, including both

Italian and English, we found that Italian datasets are



more beneficial. Similarly, by comparing various PLMs

we found that individually monolingual models perform

better than multilingual models. On the other hand, com-

bining multiple PLMs with model ensemble, we found

that different models can support each other leading to

improved performance. Our best result on the political

domain was achieved by combining monolingual PLMs

only, while combining all PLMs performed the best on

the religious domain.
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